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Giacintec is and has always been a privately owned company. Started in 2006 and managed 

until today by the owner, Jean Louis Rouvet. The company aim was mainly to offer French 

market quality sensors, instruments and telemetry solutions 

 

As the company was opened when a company named M.C.E. went out business, Jean Louis 

Rouvet, Sales Manager at M.C.E. and Auguste Pastural, Laboratory responsible in the same 

entity decided to operate together with two different structures on major part of the 

business. 

 

Telemetry business was purchased from M.C.E. by the two companies and American 

principals signed representative agreements in favor of Giacintec. 

 

From there, we currently promote and supply American products from our principals as well 

as our own telemetry system. 

 

We added G.M.G.’s products (Korean fiber optics in Raman and Brillouin mode) in early 2007. 

 

If our historical customers are mainly French with Military, Aeronautics, Space, Navy, 

Railroad, Automotive and Energy, we dedicated a lot of efforts to develop Oil, Civilian 

Engineering and natural risks. 

 

Today we have a strong catalogue with carefully selected principals and high quality 

designed and manufactured products of ours. France is our territory and we have a lot of 

contacts and customers all over the country. Beside this we have relationships with partners 

in different parts of the world as India, U.S.A. but also Europe where we offer our French 

know how and products. 

 

We are listening to the market in order to add products fitting our lines and we also operate 

with some partners across our borders and overseas to provide an efficient help to 

customers. 

 

If we design and manufacture very specific products for niche business our experience allows 

consulting and supplies to partners who need experts in measurement systems. 
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